Good day. I hope your world is comfortable, because we have the luck to live in such a world where comfort is possible.

I beckon you to ask yourself, please, what health is to you? Mental or emotional health? Vs. physical health? What about healthy farms or healthy businesses? The health of a family or community? Is health entirely objective or is there any degree of subjectivity? Is health highly personalized (especially mental health)?

Why not choose a healthy solution? You have all these people trying to provide for their families (HOPEFULLY taking what they need and not being greedy) and other people upset or flustered because of the ecological impact of business. Yet others are still upset because of the politics and the imbalances of classism in the infrastructure and permitting processes etc.

WHY NOT CHOOSE A WIN WIN SOLUTION SO EVERYBODY CAN BENEFIT?! We are at this stage of knowledge accumulation on a scientific level to be more enabled for such a thing. I propose you use plants and mushrooms to make soil from the fecal matter and the waste products of the farm and then sell this soil to consumers interested. This will obviously 'transmute' the waste into a usable resource that has some degree of demand. This will enable more revenue (if done properly) with little extra effort (if designed properly). This will also give some good inspirational messages to those opposing the farm.

By raping and pillaging the land for money, you are, conscious or not, waging war on your children and their children. Have you ever spoken with an old timer about the way the buffalo river used to be? The possibilities are endless and the knowledge and REAL WORLD EXAMPLES are out there in troves. We are lucky enough to have the time, space, and comfort as well as community to find and fix our personal shortcomings before our collective shortcomings get the best of all of us.

PLEASE..PLEASE..PLEASE... don't take all this beauty for granted. Don't take these luxuries and opportunities for grants. For our children's sake. My main desire is that we humans learn to constructively deal with our byproducts and our waste before 'shitting in your own backyard' or 'biting the hand that feeds us' drowns us all out. ITS A LEARNING CURVE! EVOLUTION! Be a big girl/boy and be honest with your self, because I'm trying my hardest to live that way my self.

Thank you dearly for your time.
I wish you the best.
May the breath of god be with you.

Sincerely,
Brett Michael Scott